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🔥American Oligarchs are stealing our land and
resources🔥

julieturkewitz
@julieturkewitz

NEW STORY: We spent months tracking billionaires who are 
buying up vast swaths of the West. 
nytimes.com/2019/06/22/us/…
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Who Gets to Own the West?
A new group of billionaires is shaking up the landscape.
nytimes.com

🔥Just like his mentor, Putin, Trump is allowing his rich supporters to profit from his

Presidency. But the Wilks aren’t content to just buy land for themselves, they are

cutting off access to PUBLIC land, thereby controlling a National Forest and the

resources 🌲💧 ⛽ 💎
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🗺 Trump’s team had the plan to steal land in the works before he won the election.

11 days after his inauguration he unveiled it.
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 What if Obama designated Bears Ears protected land  
because he KNEW Trump was PLANNING on opening it up 
mining for oil, gas, lithium, silver copper, gold etc and it would be 
owned by the new American Oligarchs he would place in his 
Administration  obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-
offi…
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Statement by the President on the Designati…
obamawhitehouse.archives.gov

⛏ ☢ Trump will declare that 25% of US uranium must be sourced domestically- and

Bears Ears will be contaminated by mining. Look into who got campaign donations

and who benefits financially from mining. Will Saudis buy the uranium for nuclear

deal⁉

Southern Utah uranium producers hope Trump’s trade decision will be…
Global markets are awash with cheap uranium, threatening to put out of business
U.S. producers who say they are competing against “state-sponsored” companies
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in Russia’s orbit bent on cornering the m…

https://www.sltrib.com/news/environment/2019/04/17/buy-more-our-uranium-utah/

💰⛰🌲💰How does the land -grab scam work⁉Why would the Wilks who made

BILLIONS fracking now want to “conserve the land”⁉Right now, it’s the greatest

ploy to get obscene tax credits👇

These tax credits make land conservation a steal
A little-known federal incentive for land conservation lets property owners harvest
tax savings of as much as 50 percent on their income.

https://www.cnbc.com/2016/07/08/these-tax-credits-make-land-conservation-a-steal.html
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